Load forecasting is one of the important content of power system. Gray GM (1,1) model with seasonal time series was proposed by analyzing the development of the electricity load forecasting. This paper made an empirical analysis of the model with data specifically related to electricity in Guizhou region in recent years. The results showed that the proposed method has a higher accuracy than a single prediction model, and proved correctness and effectiveness of the combination forecasting model.
INTRODUCTION
With the power entering the market operation, the power load forecasting is forecasting the electricity market demand in essence. As the power supply has the characteristic of instantaneous balance, the power industry forecasting is more urgent than any other industries. Lower power load forecasting can not meet the electricity demand; higher load forecasting will reduce the operating efficiency of some generation and transmission equipment, and it will cause unnecessary wasted investment. Therefore, it has great significance to do well in the power load forecasting on the realization of the grid security and economic operation [1] . In literature [2] , Grey Prediction Model is used to predict the power load of Wing city, and then the forecasting results are analyzed. Literature [3] proposed an electric power load forecasting model based on GM (1,1) model, and then the feasibility of this model in the electric power load forecasting is proved through examples. In order to improve the prediction accuracy of gray prediction GM (1,1), automatic optimization setting weight is proposed and used to choose background values. And the initial value of the gray prediction GM (1,1) model is improved based on the principle of least squares method. In literature [5] , a load forecasting method based on chaotic time series is used to forecast monthly electricity consumption. Literature [6] proposes a power system load forecasting method based on the combination of time series and neural networks. This method predicts power load through a lot of historical data random sequence,and the forecasting result will be corrected by neural network. Literature [7] proposes a short-term load forecasting method based on a back propagation artificial neural network. Then an auto-correlation analysis method is used, and a short-term load forecasting method is established for Shanxi power based on BP-ANN. In literature [8] , a fuzzy evaluation method is used to assign relative weight for each predicting model, and then a new combination forecasting model is established for power load forecasting. Literature [9] proposes a combination forecasting method of timing analysis and neural network. It can take advantage of different models to handle different parts of the data so that more accurate predictions can be obtained. According to the characteristics analysis of the small grid load data, with the combination of time sequence processing, chaos theory and neural network theory, a power load forecasting model is proposed based on chaotic neural network theory. Currently, many researches on load forecasting neglect the local electricity characteristics. And the methods proposed are not very practical. In this context, according to the load characteristics of Guizhou, this paper proposes an electricity load forecasting model with the combination of gray prediction GM (1,1) model and seasonal time series. It make full use of the respective advantages of gray prediction GM (1,1) model and seasonal time series. And then the feasibility and effectiveness of this model is verified through empirical analysis.
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MODEL CONSTRUCTION

Selection of forecasting model
(1)Annual electricity consumption forecasting Gray forecast refers to an analysis, modeling, solving, forecasting process for the gray system. Grey Model Theory uses data generation means to weaken the system randomness(A.S. Khwaja et al. 2015 ). The original sequence shows a certain regularity properties. After the model construction it can also used to identify residual. Even if less historical data and random arbitrary distribution, higher prediction accuracy can also be obtained. Therefore, gray prediction has been widely used in agricultural planning, management decision-making, meteorology ecology, electricity demand forecasting, socio-economic and other sectors and industries(Chin Wang Lou and Ming Chui Dong. 2015).
As the original data of Guizhou is less and irregular, and in order to ensure the accuracy of long-term forecasting model, Grey prediction method has many advantages like requiring less original data, simple principle, not considering distribution, convenient operation, testable, being able to used for short-term forecasting, high prediction accuracy. Thus GM (1,1) model is selected as the predictive model for Guizhou total electricity consumption(Yang Li et al. 2015).
(2)Monthly electricity consumption forecasting Time series analysis and prediction method refers to speculate about the future trends by the use of past historical data and statistical analysis. In the process of analysis and forecasting, new performance and new features of data changes are analyzed, and these new performance and new features are taken full account in the predicted value. By studying seasonal time series, the relationship between the factors that affect the time series and time series can be better analyzed(Muhammad Qamar Raza and Abbas Khosravi. 2015). Meanwhile, the quarterly model has more observations than the annual model. The increase of the sample size makes that a lag structure with a longer lag period can be chosen in the modeling process. And it can explain the short-term economic cycle phenomenon which is difficult to be involved for year model, and it is very suitable for the analysis and prediction of short-period fluctuations of electricity. So policy makers can make more rational decisions in more authentic and full information set constraints(Hamed Chitsaz et al. 2015) .
The annual duration load curve of electric power load shows obviously seasonal pattern. And it appears changes with natural season going. The peak value appears at a certain season each year, and the bottom value appears at other certain seasons(Irena Koprinska et al. 2015) . But each peak and bottom values are not necessarily equal. In view of this, seasonal time series forecasting method can be used to predict the monthly electricity consumption in Guizhou.
GM(1,1) Model
GM (1,1) model is a common gray forecasting model(Ming-Yue Zhai. 2015). It contains only univariate first order differential equations and it is an effective model for forecasting of power system(Zhongyi Hu et al. 2015) . Its modeling steps are as follows:
Step 1: First order accumulated generating data sequence. Giving original data series:
A data sequence is generated (1) 
Step 2: Create differential equations Sequences (1) () xk has the law that is similar to exponential growth. And the solution form of first-order differential equations is also the exponential growth. Therefore, the sequence (1) x can be considered to meet the first-order linear differential equation model.
Where, a is the coefficient for the model development reflecting the development trend of sequence and the original sequence. u is coordination coefficient reflecting the transformation relationship between the data.
Step 3: Calculate the parameters a and u By the definition of the derivative, it can be obtained that:
In terms of discrete form, differential term can be written as
Where, (1) x can only be the mean of k and 1 k + at the same time, that is
. Thus, the formula (2) can be rewritten as
Rewritten in matrix form, there is (6) Abbreviated as n YBA =
Where,
The least squares estimation a ∧ of a can be obtained:
Step 4: Create gray prediction model of original series (0) x . Make a ∧ and u ∧ that are obtained back to the original differential equations, 
Where, i is the quarter or month number. the data over the past five years, the relative error of forecast electric quantity and actual electric quantity in 2013 is less than 1% using gray prediction model and seasonal time series forecasting method. Therefore, this prediction method is applicable to forecast Guizhou sold electric quantity.
Forecast Analysis
Using gray prediction model and seasonal time series forecasting method, combined with the related sold electric quantity in Guizhou, forecast the sold electric quantity for each month from 2014 to 2016, which is shown in In order to analyze the grow trend of electric consumption of each month, the monthly growth rate of electricity consumption is shown in Guizhou in recent years, make empirical analysis for the model proposed. The result shows that the combination electricity load forecasting model can predict electricity load of each month accurately. And it has reference value for achieving power grid security and economic operation.
